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**Abstract**

Operating experience from different types of industrial installations has shown that combinations of different types of different hazards occur during the entire lifetime of the installations. Typically site specific occurring hazards cause or induce other hazards to occur. In particular, natural hazards rarely happen alone. Thus, it is very important to note that almost any event combination of hazards is possible and that it is necessary to identify these interactions and find ways to mitigate the effects of hazard combinations. Therefore, it is a basic task to investigate and assess the relevant combination of hazards not only for a single installation but for the respective site/industrial park. In that context domino effects and cascade effects pose particular challenges for risk management to prevent industrial accidents.

1. **Introduction**

The complexity of domino and cascade effects requires the application of a proper risk assessment methodology. In the common practice, the risk evaluation is performed for independent events where single risk indexes are determined. However, when considering domino and cascade effects which are often induced by external hazards, the resulting risk indices may be higher than the simple aggregation of single risk indexes. For this reason multi-risk assessments should be carried out taking into account all possible interactions of risks due to cascade effects.

Multi-hazard assessment has to be performed to determine the probability of occurrence of different hazards either occurring at the same time or shortly following each other, because they are dependent from one another or because they are caused by the same triggering event or hazard, or merely threatening the same elements at risk without chronological coincidence.

In order to investigate and assess the whole risk from several hazards, taking into account possible hazards and vulnerability interactions a multi-risk approach has to be chosen which entails a multi-hazard and multi-vulnerability perspective. A detailed literature review of the most important initiatives on multi-hazard and multi-risk assessment is provided in [12].

It should be mentioned that different terminologies were used in the practice of risk evaluation when addressed to the concept of chain reaction effects. The term domino effect is mainly applied in studies of accidents in the chemical and process industry triggered by technological or natural disasters [9], [42], while the term cascade effect is mainly used in studies of natural disasters triggered by natural disasters in the context of multi-risk assessment [36]. In this paper the following definitions are used according to [12]:

- The domino effect is a cascade of events in which the consequences of a previous accident are increased by following one(s), as well spatially as temporally, leading to a major accident,
- The cascade effect is the situation for which an adverse event triggers one or more sequential events.

Quantitative risk analyses considering cascade effects require a clear identification of possible scenarios of cascade events and approaches to quantify probabilities associated to each scenario. Furthermore, the effects of time dependent mitigation actions have to be included into the concept model throughout the definition of decision nodes.
2. Framework of analysis for combinations

The assessment and mitigation of the impacts of hazardous events considering cascade effects require innovative approaches which allow comparison and interaction of different risks for all the possible cascade events.

A multi-risk approach is aimed to solve a problem of the interaction among different threats and to establish a ranking of the different types of risk taking into account possible cascade effects.

The growing need to develop multi-risk approaches has led to the development of different projects in Europe and in different countries with the aim to provide tools and procedures for a successful planning and management of territory, and to homogenize existing methodologies within a unique approach.

The multi-risk concept refers to a complex variety of combinations of risk, and, for this reason, it requires a review of existing concepts of risk, hazard, exposure and vulnerability within a multi-risk perspective.


The multi-risk concept [12] may refer to the fact that:

- Different sources of a hazard might threaten the same exposed elements (with or without temporal coincidence), or
- One hazardous event can trigger other hazardous events (cascade effects) that is the main issue of this deliverable.

On the other hand, the multi-vulnerability perspective may refer to:

- A variety of exposed sensitive targets (e.g. population, infrastructure, cultural heritage, etc.) with possible different vulnerability degree against the various hazards, or
- Time-dependent vulnerabilities, in which the vulnerability of a specific class of exposed elements may change with time as consequence of different factors (as, for example, wearing, the occurrence of other hazardous events, etc.).

Most activities regarding multi-risk assessment have developed methodological approaches that consider the multi-risk problem in a partial way, since their analysis basically concentrate on risk assessments for different hazards threatening the same exposed elements. Within this framework, the main emphasis has been towards the definition of procedures for the homogenization of spatial and temporal resolution for the assessment of different hazards related to cascade effects.

For vulnerability being a wider concept exist a stronger divergence regarding definition and assessment methods. In case of physical vulnerability issues, a more or less generalized agreement on the use of vulnerability functions (fragility curves) has been reached which facilitate the application of such a kind of multi-risk analysis.

However, for other kinds of vulnerability assessment (e.g. social, environmental, etc.) it is less clear how to integrate them within a multi-risk framework.

Following the definitions provided in [11], the concept of multi-hazard assessment may be understood as the process to determine the probability of occurrence of different hazards either occurring at the same time or shortly following each other, because they are dependent from one another or because they are caused by the same triggering event or hazard, or merely threatening the same elements at risk without chronological coincidence.

On the other hand, the definition provided in [11] for multi-risk assessment is: to determine the whole risk from several hazards, taking into account possible hazards and vulnerability interactions.

It is important to point out that the concept of multi-hazard assessment, following the definition provided in [22], refers to the risk raised from multiple hazards and is in contrast to the term multi-risk because the latter would relate also to multiple vulnerabilities and risks such as economic, ecological, social, etc.

Thus, a multi-risk approach entails a multi-hazard and multi-vulnerability perspective. This includes the following possible events:

- Events occurring at the same time or shortly following each other, because they are dependent on one another or because they are caused by the same triggering event or hazard; this is mainly the case of “cascade events”; or,
- Events threatening the same elements at risk (vulnerable/exposed elements) without chronological coincidence.

A multi-hazard and multi-risk analysis consists of a number of steps and poses a variety of challenges. A multitude of methodologies and approaches is emerging to cope with these challenges, each with certain inherent advantages and disadvantages. Whatever approach is chosen, it has to be adjusted according to the objectives (e.g., which results are required?) and to the inherent issues (e.g., stakeholder interests), respectively [22].

Thus, the adjustment of the whole framework toward the aspired result, considering the inherent issues, is a fundamental necessity. Hence, right from the beginning, several principal choices have to be made:

- The first major choice is the definition of the kind of analysis, namely, multi-hazard risk or multi-risk. This does not only depend on the
research objective, but is also a question of data availability:

- Additionally, the terms of the expected outcome have to be decided, i.e., whether a qualitative, semi-quantitative, or quantitative outcome is needed.

To account for the multi-hazard nature in the simplest way, two hazards (“H1” and “H2”) and their combination (“H1+H2”) are introduced to the framework [27]. Though not explicitly mentioned in the framework, more hazards can be added to the analysis, which would increase its complexity. Looking at two hazards simultaneously allows for a separate analysis to account for the interacting effects between the two hazards. It also means going beyond a simple aggregation (addition) of hazard 1 and hazard 2 (see Figure 1). Additionally, the interaction effects between different hazards (e.g. cascade effects) are also important to analyze.

![Figure 1. Single hazard and multi hazards risk assessment](image)

According to the contribution to natural hazards, the geophysical environmental factors in the hazard forming environment were categorized into two types, stable factors and trigger factors. Based on these geophysical environmental factors for notable major hazards, the stable factors were used to identify which types of natural hazards influence a given area, and trigger factors are used to classify the relationships between these hazards into four types: independent, mutex, parallel and series relationships [35].

Figure 2 lists a basic framework of multi-hazard risk assessment consisting of five main components.

![Figure 2. Basic framework of multi-hazard risk assessment](image)

This classification is useful as it helps to ensure all possible relationships among different hazards are considered. It can effectively fill a gap in current for multi-hazard risk assessment methods which to date only consider domino effects. In addition, based on this classification, the frequency and magnitude of multiple interacting hazards occurring together can be calculated with the change in trigger factors. Therefore, in multi-hazard risk assessment, these multiple interacting hazards can be treated as a multiple hazards group, with the change of degree in the relevant trigger factors representing the magnitude, and the probability of changes in them representing the probability of this group. In this way, the results obtained are more reliable. Hence, the developed hazard interaction classification based on hazard-forming environment provides a useful tool to facilitate improved multi-hazard risk assessment.

3. Potential sources of domino effects

Potential sources of domino effects are of different nature and are also linked to various initiating events. In general, they are distinguished by the nature of risks, from natural or anthropogenic. In the latter category, there are technological and organizational risks (unintentional) and the risks of malevolence (intentional), knowing that the purpose of study of domino effects takes into account the combination of these two risks [15]. It is therefore possible to propose the decomposition (not disjoint) of the nature of risks and, therefore, the classification of initiating events as follows:

a) Natural origins (geological origins and/or atmospheric mainly) [21, 28]:

- Climate origin: forest fires, runoff and floods, avalanches, hurricanes and tornadoes, storms;
• Geological origin: landslides and earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions and other natural emissions (gas, etc.).
b) Human origins (organizational and malevolence) [37]:
• Organizational origin: Humans failures (incorrect human action, lack of human action), defects in design, procedures and/or organizational;
• Malevolence origin, thefts, sabotage and/or revenge action, damage of any kind attacks. These actions may touch or affect the material, but also the personal or sensitive information.
c) Technological origin (fire, explosion and toxic releases) [15]:
• Fire: pool fire, flash fire, fireball and jet fire;
• Explosion: confined vapour cloud explosions (CVCE), boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion (BLEVE), vented explosion, vapour cloud explosion (VCE), dust explosion and mechanical explosion;
• Toxic chemicals release: from process or storage sites and transportation accidents.

These risks can be combined which significantly complicates the analysis. Sometimes, the very different nature of risks involves varied propagation processes. This also leads to the exploitation of different analysis methods (deterministic, probabilistic and quantitative methods).

The propagation processes are directly related to the potential source and the initiating event, but also to its immediate environment (field of danger). It is described by a physical-chemical process, but also provided information whose evolution conditions are guided by features such as:
• physical (atmospheric, geological, hydrological),
• material (buildings, sites, facilities, roads, etc.),
• ecological (vegetation, animals),
• informational (detections and observations, information systems),
• human (individual behaviour, organization and logistics, local demography).

More details about the propagation of danger from potential source to a potential target and the concepts of "source" and "target" can be found in [39].

4. Methodologies

To address the problem posed by the assessment and/or analysis of domino effects in industrial sites, several methods have been developed. The main existing methods for analysis and modelling of domino effects are presented below.

An industrial site contains different installations under pressure, including tanks that store flammable liquids. The risk of explosion and fire is characterized by the possibility of an accident at an industrial site likely to lead to damage and serious consequences for staff, people, goods and environment. They can generate four main events (escalation vectors); these escalation vectors are defined as physical effects of the primary events [16], [19], and [20]:
• Overpressure/blast waves;
• Heat load;
• Projection of fragments (missiles);
• Toxic release.

Several models were developed for the assessment of domino effects in industrial plants caused by fires and explosions; therefore, one can find in literature several models trying to deal with this phenomenon. In that context one can find models that are used to assess:
• Domino effect generated by heat load and overpressure, and
• Domino effect caused by projection of fragments.

The evolution of domino accidents, in particular in chemical plants, triggered, e.g., by heat radiation, overpressure effects, or missile projection, depends on the presence and the performance of safety barriers. Safety barriers may have the potential to prevent escalation, for example, in case of heat radiation, delaying or avoiding the heat-up of secondary targets. Thus, safety barriers play crucial role in domino effect prevention and mitigation within existing industrial settings. More specifically, add-on safety barriers can indeed:
• restrict the propagation of domino effects;
• mitigate the consequences of domino effect; and
• be extremely important in terms of increasing the time to failure of chemical installations.

Based on the features of an industrial area that may be affected by domino accidents, and knowing the characteristics of the safety barriers that can be installed between installations, a decision model can help practitioners in their decision-making. Such a model based on metaheuristics is described in [14]. Cascading effects and cascading disasters are emerging fields of scientific research. The widespread diffusion of functional networks increases the complexity of interdependent systems and their vulnerability to large-scale disruptions. Although in recent years studies of interconnections and chain effects have improved significantly, cascading phenomena are often associated with the
“toppling domino metaphor”, or with high-impact, low-probability events.

Another approach aimed to support a paradigm shift in the state of the art by proposing a new theoretical approach to cascading events in terms of their root causes and lack of predictability [41]. By means of interdisciplinary theory building it is demonstrated how cascades reflect the ways in which panarchies collapse and suggested that the vulnerability of critical infrastructure may orientate the progress of events in relation to society’s feedback loops, rather than merely being an effect of natural triggers. The conclusions point to a paradigm shift in the preparedness phase that could include escalation points and social nodes, but that also reveals a brand new field of research.

It is assumed in this approach [41] that cascading disasters have similar dynamics to the spread of crisis in panarchies: an environmental hazard or other threat can be a trigger of dynamic processes that weaken the system. Society and its components (e.g. policies, organizations and economics) occupy the intermediate levels between localized infrastructure and international interdependencies. Nodes in critical infrastructure amplify the structural weaknesses by transmitting them across scales. Cascades may result from a lack of sustainability in the system, for example where they are associated with long-range supply processes, management cultures or to consumer behaviour.

On the one hand, this is in line with the idea that cascading ecological crises, such as those related to climate change, are nonlinear consequences of complex causal chains in which environmental dynamics react to human stressors. On the other hand, cascading effects accompany a transition from a stable to an unstable state of the system and are amplified by latent vulnerabilities, such as the increasing interdependency of functional sectors in modern global society.

4.1. Domino effect caused by fire and over-pressure

The more simple approach proposed for the assessment of damage to equipment caused by fires and explosions. Several authors propose to consider zero probability of damage to equipment if the physical effect is lower than a threshold value for damage, and to assume a probability value of one if the physical effect is higher than a threshold value for damage [30].

In [4] an approach for the estimation of domino accident frequencies is described. This approach was developed on the principle of treating the domino event as an external event in a fault tree context. The same team defined a damage probability function based on the distance from the centre of the explosion [5]:

$$F_d = 1 - \frac{r}{r_{th}}$$

(1)

where $F_d$ is the damage probability, $r$ is the distance from explosion centre (m) and $r_{th}$ is the distance from explosion centre at which a threshold value of static overpressure is reached (36 kPa).

A quantitative study, however, of the domino effect has been provided in [33] describing possible approaches for quantifying the consequences of domino effects resulting from events giving rise to thermal radiation.

A first approach evaluating the frequency accidental explosions was proposed by [44] providing a methodology for predicting domino effects from pressure equipment fragmentation.

A simplified model proposed by [10] assesses the damage probability of process equipment, caused by a blast overpressure. The “probit function” relates the equipment damage to the peak static overpressure:

$$Y = a + b \times \ln(P^0)$$

(2)

where $Y$ is the probit function for equipment damage, $P^0$ is the peak static overpressure (Pa), $a$ and $b$ are the probit coefficients ($a = -23.8$ and $b = 2.92$).

A further proposal is to use a probit function similar to the model in equation (2), but substituting the static overpressure by the total pressure (the sum of static and dynamic pressure).

The major drawback of this model is that the value of pressure is very high, and they have been applied to all industrial equipment, without taking into account the categories of equipment and other characteristics. Also, the same probit coefficients ($a$ and $b$) are kept for probit function.

The drawback with these aforementioned models is that, they remain statistical and qualitative. These works were limited to only mentioning some aspects of domino effects and the methods are based on very simplistic assumptions.

Finally, these methods can calculate the probability of damage for only one unit of an industrial site without considering the rest of the site and surrounding systems [15].

4.2. Advanced models and associated tools

Existing models have been analysed and reviewed to develop a probabilistic model for damage to specific categories of industrial equipment [17].
The damage probability model proposed in [15] takes into account four categories of industrial equipment (atmospheric vessels, pressurized vessels, elongated vessels, and small equipment). The probit coefficients for overpressure probabilities for four equipment categories are presented in the Table 1.

To improve these models, specific thresholds for domino effects were obtained for the different escalation vectors, taking into account the characteristics of different categories of industrial equipment.

To estimate the time to failure $ttf$ of industrial equipments exposed to fire. A simplified model proposed by [18], [31] is based on the probit approach.

### Table 1. Probit coefficients for different equipment categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment category</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric vessels</td>
<td>-18.96</td>
<td>+2.44</td>
<td>22 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressurized vessels</td>
<td>-42.44</td>
<td>+4.33</td>
<td>16 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongated equipment</td>
<td>-28.07</td>
<td>+3.16</td>
<td>31 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small equipment</td>
<td>-17.79</td>
<td>+2.18</td>
<td>37 kPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The applied damage probability model takes into account the categories of industrial equipment. Table 2 presents the thresholds and probit models for two equipment categories.

### Table 2. Probability models and threshold values for the heat radiation, $Y$ is the probit function, $ttf$ is the time to failure (sec), $V$ is the vessel volume (m$^3$), and $I$ is the amount of heat radiation received by the target vessel (kW/m$^2$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment category</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric vessels</td>
<td>$15$ kW/m$^2$</td>
<td>$T = 10$ min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressurized vessels</td>
<td>$50$ kW/m$^2$</td>
<td>$T = 10$ min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of these models use the probit model; the difficulty herein lies in the association of each category of equipment to a specific probit function. Moreover, it is difficult to classify all industrial equipment to specific categories based on their resistance to physical effects.

Studies of past accidents indicated that also other events can trigger a chain of cascade events (human error, malicious acts, and natural risk).

However, overpressure is one important cause of domino effect in accidents of chemical process equipment.

One model to consider propagation probability and threshold values of the domino effect caused by overpressure is the probit model [45]. In order to prove the rationality and validity of the models reported in the reference, two boundary values of three damage degrees reported were considered as random variables respectively in the interval $<0, 100\%>$.

Based on the overpressure data for damage to the equipment and the damage state, and the probit method, the mean square errors of overpressure were calculated with random boundary values, and then a relationship of mean square error vs. the two boundary values was obtained, the minimum of mean square error was obtained, compared with the result of the present work, mean square error decreases by about 3% [45]. Therefore, the error was in the acceptable range of engineering applications, the probit model can be considered reasonable and valid.

A methodology for domino effects caused by projectiles is described in [15].

### 4.3. DEA methodologies

The Domino Effect Analysis is developed in [24] and some applications of this approach are described in [25]. This methodology includes two levels: the first level is a detailed analysis to identify units that may be considered as targets. For that the threshold values of different physical effects of industrial equipment (target) are used (an overpressure of 0.7 atm, a heat load of 37 kW/m$^2$, and a projectile having a velocity higher than 75m/s).

If the estimated values of these parameters at the location of the target unit are higher than the threshold values, a second study (level 2) is performed, in which a detailed analysis must be made to verify the existence of domino effect, using the potential damages of the primary event and the characteristics of the secondary unit.

To evaluate all credible accident scenarios in an industrial unit, the so-called Maximum Credible Accident Scenarios methodology is proposed. This method starts with the development of all plausible accident scenarios in the unit, and it allows to evaluate the damage radii for each accidental scenario.

In the case that damage radii and probabilities are known for each damaging event, some factors will be estimated using site-specific information such as population density, and asset density at the industrial plant [26].
The Domino Effect Analysis procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Domino Effect Analysis (DEA) procedure](image)

### 4.4. Procedure for a quantitative domino effect analysis

A few quantitative approaches have been developed to model this phenomenon, and they are still very simplified, and very specific to study only certain escalation vectors without addressing the concepts of dependency between these physical effects and other which can lead to very serious consequences.

Therefore, there is no generic model that takes into account the effects of these chains of accidents and further research is needed to determine what the cause is and how the domino effect can be prevented and/or mitigated.

There is a lack of methodologies that take into account natural risk/disasters (flood, seismic, and lightning risk ...), human error, and malicious acts, in the study of cascade chains despite their potential danger on industrial facilities, the population, structures, and ecosystems, and the possibility of initiating a chain of accidents in industrial plants.

An important feature of many industrial systems is their dynamic appearance due to changes they support over time, and interactions between their components and or their environment.

Therefore, these phenomena can be modelled as dynamic systems which, in addition to escalation vectors (physical effects), must take into account the human and organizational factors as parameters that can initiate, influence or aggravate the phenomenon, as well as logistics, and intervention in real time (material and human). To remedy that, one can use models that take into account deterministic and probabilistic aspects, or the coupling of both probabilistic-deterministic methods.

A systematic procedure for the quantitative assessment of the risk caused by domino effect to industrial plants has been developed [7]. This methodology aims to calculate the propagation probability of primary scenarios, the expected frequencies of domino events, and allowed to estimate the contribution of domino scenarios to individuals as well as societal risk.

The strong point of this methodology is that it takes into account the combination of these events by estimating their probabilities, whereas it is a very simplified technique which is limited to only assess the primary events without taking into account the probability of escalation of secondary events.

It is difficult to introduce the domino effect in risk analysis and there are no clear criteria for identifying it. However, relative probability event trees and the frequency of the initiating event can establish the frequency that corresponds to each sequence and offer a systematic means of introducing the domino effect in quantitative risk analysis [8].

An analytic methodology for the quantitative assessment of industrial risk due to accidents triggered by seismic events has been developed [3]. This procedure is based on the use of available data (historical data) to assess the expected frequencies and magnitude of seismic events. Thus, it uses equipment-dependant failure probability models (fragility curves) to assess the damage probability of equipment items. The main objective of this procedure is to:

- identify the accidental scenarios that may follow a seismic event,
- Evaluate the credibility of the accidental events,
- Assess the expected consequences of the possible scenarios.

A further approach in the form of a flowchart has been proposed [43]. This method allows the assessment of accidental scenarios caused by lightning. Occurrence of lightning may cause damage to industrial equipment/installations that contain high amounts of hazardous compounds. The main steps of the methodology are:

- Characterization of external event (frequency and severity), the identification of target equipment, damage states, and reference scenarios,
- Estimation of damage probability, consequences calculation for the events, and each combination of events,
- Frequency/probability calculation for each combination and calculation of risk/hazard indices.

A most recent method for assessing domino effects based on Monte Carlo simulation has been developed by [1]. This so-called FREEDOM algorithm (FREquency Estimation of DOMino accidents) is based on conducting several hypothetical experiments to simulate the actual behaviour of a multi-unit system. The system is defined as the combination of equipment present in an industrial unit that may influence the failure of each other. This tool examines the failure of each equipment in the industrial unit.
The FREEDOM algorithm has two inner and outer loops. The inner loop, which is representative of the average lifetime of the equipment, is selected according to the failure rate of equipment. The outer loop, that operates for the iterations or experiments which are performed N times. Some computer-automated tools have been developed for determining the probability of domino effects and to provide a risk assessment after accidents in chemical processing industries and industrial complexes have occurred, see, e.g., [15] for more details.

5. Examples of the combination of hazards and events

The interdependent nature of many systems significantly increases the potential for cascade effects that could spread from one kind of infrastructure to another. In [34] two examples are described.

On the one hand, electricity is conveyed by generators and substations, which are susceptible to cascade failures when power fluctuations exceed the margin of tolerance, and this affects many other activities.

On the other hand, the damage to the road system can be related to simultaneous failures in water and gas supplies that lie underground, while because of the lack of water supply and pressure, any fires generated by the damage could not be fought effectively. Vulnerability in infrastructure can be caused by physical elements and can be passed directly on to human activity, as for example when loss of electricity supply causes meetings to be cancelled and results in a variety of modifications to normal activities.

Social and political decisions can determine not only the vulnerability of infrastructure but also that of society itself: the relationship between vulnerability, politics, policies and crisis management capacities determines how escalating events are managed.

For example, the adoption land use planning against floods, the will to respect the regulations, and the instruments to limit contraventions are integral parts of flooding risk reduction.

When a major accident occurs in a process plant or a storage area such as a liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) storage, its physical effects (overpressure, thermal flux, impact of missiles, etc.) often damage surrounding equipment. In some cases the affected equipment fails, which can lead to loss of containment and an additional accident scenario: for example, the flames of a jet fire impinge on a vessel causing it to explode, or a fragment ejected by an explosion impacts on a pipe causing loss of containment of a flammable liquid and subsequent ignition. Therefore, a relatively minor accident can initiate a sequence of events that cause damage over a much larger area and lead to far more severe consequences.

A domino effect can occur in a variety of ways, although an essential aspect is whether it involves a single plant or progresses from one plant, where the accident took place, to others. According to this criterion [42], domino effects are classified into two categories: internal domino and external domino. In internal (single-company) domino effects, the escalation of an accident occurs inside the boundaries of a chemical plant; in external domino effects also to facilities of other companies, one or more secondary accidents occur outside the boundaries of the plant where the primary event occurs.

The population affected by industrial accidents can be classified into three categories according to the severity of the consequences:

- Number of fatalities,
- Number of injured persons,
- Number of evacuees.

The accident that caused the highest number of fatalities occurred in San Juan Ixhuatepec (Mexico) in 1984 where a series of explosions and fires destroyed a large number of cylindrical and spherical vessels in an LPG storage area [8]. This accident has killed 503 people.

The accident with the highest number of injured was also the San Juan Ixhuatepec accident which caused injury to approximately 3,800 people.

The worst cases led to the evacuation of 200,000 people (San Juan Ixhuatepec) and 100,000 people in Visakhapatnam (India) where a leaking pipe caught fire during the unloading of an LPG vessel, causing a series of large fires in storage tanks.

Further well known external hazards with dramatic consequences occurred in Japan and the United States a few years ago.

The Tōhoku earthquake of 11th March 2011 is considered to be an outstanding example of a cascade disaster. It affected three prefectures in northeast Honshu, the main island of Japan. Although only about 100 people died as a direct result of the earthquake, about 18,000 were killed by the ensuing tsunami. The most enduring consequence of this may be radioactive contamination resulting from tsunami damage to the Fukushima Dai’ichi nuclear power plants which, in the short term, caused the evacuation of 200,000 people from the surrounding area.

The consequences of this earthquake and the resulting tsunami persuaded the global community to consider more realistically the problem of combination of hazards with cascade effects.
Interdependencies, vulnerability, amplification, secondary disasters and critical infrastructure are important factors that need to be addressed in risk reduction practices in order to limit cascade effects during accidents.

Hurricane Sandy developed as a tropical depression in the Southwest Caribbean Sea on 22nd October 2012 and increased in strength during the next days. On 29th October the hurricane made landfall in the United States. Direct damage to residential and industrial buildings was high, while there were many power outages that lasted between several days and two weeks. Fires of electrical origin broke out and could not be controlled [29]. Moreover, the hurricane caused 72 fatalities in the USA, 41 of which were linked to the storm surge. At least 650,000 houses were damaged or destroyed and about 8.5 million customers lost power supply. Damages were estimates at more than 50 billion dollars. Hurricane Sandy originated many subsidiary disasters that amplified the emergency as time progressed. The storm surge, and associated flood damage, can be considered as a secondary disaster generated by the hurricane, after the direct effects of wind damage. The joint physical effects of storm surges and winds interacted with the vulnerability of critical infrastructures and generated subsidiary events. A major leak involved an oil and refining storage facility in the small village Sewaren where a large tank ruptured under pressure from the storm which resulted in a leak of 12,700 hectoliters into the waterway. Many wastewater treatment plants were affected, with the worst event at a wastewater treatment plant in Newark where 37 million hectoliters of untreated sewage flooded the bay [40].

6. Concluding Remarks

Cascade effects are the dynamics present in accidents in which the impact of a hazard or the development of an initial technological or human failure generates a sequence of events. Thus, an initial impact can trigger other phenomena that lead to consequences with significant magnitudes. Cascade effects are complex and multi-dimensional and evolve constantly over time and are associated with a high magnitude of vulnerability.

The domino effect occurs in many major accidents, increasing significantly both their complexity and their final effects and consequences. Although in recent years the interest on this aspect has increased, the research achievement is still less compared to other aspects of industrial accidents. This is the reason that its main features are still insufficiently known.

Typically site specific occurring hazards cause or induce other hazards to occur. In particular, natural hazards rarely happen alone. Thus, it is very important to note that almost any event combination of hazards is possible and that it is necessary to identify these interactions and find ways to mitigate the effects of hazard combinations.

In [38], the state of the art of available approaches to the modelling, assessment, prevention and management of domino effects and natural hazards triggering industrial accidents is described. On the other hand, the relevant work carried out during past studies still needs to be consolidated and completed, in order to be applicable in a real industrial framework.

Therefore, improved tools and methods have to be developed to assist the progress toward a consolidated and universal methodology for the assessment and prevention of cascade events, contributing to enhance safety and sustainability of the chemical and process industry.

Since the accident in Mexico in 1984 a specific concern on domino accidents was raised in the chemical and process industry. Also to comply with the requirements of the legislation (EU Directives), technical standards and preventive measures, such as safety distances, fireproofing and emergency water deluges were introduced to control and reduce the probability of domino events.

Although the application of the Seveso Directives in the EU Member States should be based on methods and tools for the identification of sites liable to trigger domino effects, no generally accepted procedure to accomplish such task is available. This is somehow the result of the lack of a harmonized approach to the assessment of major accident hazard in the European countries, where either qualitative, quantitative or semi-quantitative approaches are used, depending on the Member State [2]. In 2012, the EC Joint Research Centre and the Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection released a report concerning the approach to domino effect in Europe [32]. The report evidenced that not all countries have identified the “domino establishments”, only 14 countries did report to have completed such activity. Therefore, combinations of events have already been investigated in the process/chemical industry for many years because several major accidents occurred, often damaging equipment enclosures. Typically the domino effect is investigated by different methods [8]. The significance of domino effects in chemical accidents is described in [13]. A domino effect can occur in various types of scenarios. However an essential aspect is whether it is confined to a single plant or area or progresses to others.

A recent study [23] has assessed the main features of
domino effect accidents in process/storage plants and in the transportation of hazardous (flammable) materials through an analysis of 225 accidents. One of the goals of this study was to analyse the domino effect sequences applying probability event trees. The most frequent sequences were explosions inducing fires (27.6 %), fires inducing explosions (27.5 %) and fires inducing secondary fires (17.8 %) for this specific type of installations. Furthermore, nuclear operating experience from recent years underlines the necessity to take into account event combinations in the safety assessment of nuclear power plants. Large projects are started on international level by the OECD/NEA and the International Atomic Energy Agency addressing combination of different hazards and multi-unit sites. Operating experience from different types of industrial installations has shown that event combinations of fires and other events occur during the entire lifetime of the installations. The international database OECD FIRE on fire incidents in nuclear power plants has been recently investigated regarding the operating experience in the participating member countries with respect to event combinations of fires and other events. Causally related events, either fires and consequential events or initiating events and consequential fires, have been observed as well as combinations of fires and other events having occurred independently of each other at the same time. The investigation has shown that more than 10 % of the entire 448 event records investigated are event combinations [6]. Moreover, it should be underlined that hazard analysis including multiple natural hazards is part of investigations not only in the technical field because a social-ecological system (SES) or social group within a SES can be affected by multiple natural hazards. One example is provided in [27] dealing with West Africa as one of the most vulnerable regions globally to the effects of climate change where draughts, dry spells and floods are the key influencing factors of food production in the region with often long-term impacts on the social-ecological system.
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